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Abst rac t - -The  purpose of this paper is to present an approach to the numerical proof of existence 
of solutions for the problem of the flow of a viscous plastic fluid in a pipe. Using the finite element 
approximations and the explicit a priori error estimates for the problem of the flow of a viscous plastic 
fluid in a pipe, we present an effective verification procedure that, through numerical computation, 
generates aset which includes the exact solution. Further, a numerical example is presented. (D 2002 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The authors have studied for years the numerical verification of the solutions of partial differential 
equations and variational inequalities of the first kind using the finite element method and the 
constructive rror estimates. However, to this point there have been no such investigations for 
variational inequalities of the second kind. It is the goal of this article to introduce a numerical 
method to verify the solution for variational inequalities of the second kind. The basic approach 
of this method consists of the fixed-point formulation of the problems and construction of the 
function set, in a computer, satisfying the validation condition of a certain infinite-dimensional 
fixed-point heorem. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem of 
the flow of a viscous plastic fluid in a pipe and the fixed-point formulation to prove the existence 
of the solutions. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts rounding and rounding error, which 
enable us to treat the infinite-dimensional problems with a finite procedure, i.e., by computer. 
In Section 4, a computer algorithm to construct he set satisfying the verification condition is 
presented. In order to compute the rounding error, it is necessary to determine some constants 
that appear in a priori error estimates. In Section 5, we describe a method to estimate numerically 
such constants. A numerical example is illustrated in the last section. 
0898-1221/02/$ - see front matter (~) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by .A3~S-'I~X 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let fl be a bounded convex domain in R 2, with a piecewise smooth boundary 0f~, and set 
a(u, v) = f Vu .  Vv dz, 
Ja  
where 
Ou Ov Ou Ov 
Vu • Vv  - - -  + - -  
Oxl Oxl Ox20x2 
We now suppose the following assumptions on a nonlinear function f(.). 
ASSUMPTION 1. f iS a continuous map from H~(fl) to L2(f~). 
ASSUMPTION 2. For each bounded subset U C H~(f~), f (U)  is also bounded in L2(f~). 
Next, we define j (v)  = ffl ]Vvl dx. Now, let us consider the following problem of the flow of a 
viscous plastic fluid in a pipe: 
find u • H~(Q) such that a(u, v - u) + j (v )  - j (u)  >_ (f(u),  v - u), Vv • H~(Q). (2.1) 
We adopt (V¢ ,V¢)  as the inner product on H I (~) ,  where (., .) denotes the L2-inner product 
on f~. Hence, the associated norm is defined by II¢llH~(a) = I lv¢l lL~(n). Let V~ be a finite- 
dimensional subspace of HI (Q)  dependent on h (0 < h < 1). Now we consider the following 
auxiliary problem associated with (2.1), concerning iven g • L2(~): 
a(u ,v -u )+ j (v ) - j (u )>_(g ,v -u ) ,  Vv • H~(Q), u•H~( f2) .  (2.2) 
We then define the approximate problem corresponding to (2.2) as 
a(Uh,Vh--Uh) 4-j(vh)--j(uh)>_(g, Vh--Uh), Vvh•Vh,  Uh•V h. (2 .3)  
We need the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [1].) I f  g • L 2, then the solution u of (2.2) satis~es 
u • Hlo(a) n H2(fl), 
and there exists a constant C satisfying 
To verify the existence of a solution of (2.1) in a computer, we use the fixed-point formulation. 
Now, denoting the solution of (2.2) by Kg, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOaEM 2.2. A function u E H~(f~) is a solution of (2.1) if and only if u is a/~xed point for 
the compact operator F(.) -- K f( .)  on H~(f~). 
PROOF. First, for a bounded subset U C L2(f~), we show that KU C H~(f~) is relatively compact. 
Second, prove that K : L2(f~) ~ H~(f~) is continuous. By Lemma 2.1, KU c H2(fi) A H~(f~) 
and KU is bounded in H2(f~). Since U is bounded in L2(f~), by the Sobolev embedding theorem, 
we have the fact that KU is relatively compact in H01(f~). Next, for arbitrary f l ,  f2 e L2(f~), 
setting ul = K f l  and u2 = K f2, by using (2.2), we obtain 
a(~l ,  u2 -- ?~1) -I- j(u2) - j(ul) >_ ( f l ,  U2 -- U l ) ,  
a (u2 ,  Ul -- u2)  + j (ut )  - j(u2) _> ( f2 ,  Ul  - u2) .  
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With the above inequalities, we obtain a(u2 - ul, u2 - Ul) = -a (u l ,  u2 - ul) + a(u2 ,  ~t '2  - -  g l )  _< 
j(u2) - -  j (u l )  - (fl, u2 - ul) + j (u l )  --  j(u2) - (f2, ul - u2) = (f2 - fa, u2 - Ul). 
Hence, by using Poincar6's inequality, we have 
2 
I[?A2 - Ul[[Hol(~ ) _~ [If2 - f l I [Lz( f~)[ [u2 -- UlI[L2(~) -~ C[[f2 - f l I I L2 ] Iu2  - t /1 ] Iuc ] tQ) .  
Therefore, we obtain 
Ilu2 - ull lHo~(~) -< ClF f2  - fll[L=(~). 
That is, K is Lipschitz continuous as a map L2(£) -~ HI(~).  Hence, K is compact. Setting 
F(u) := Kf (u ) ,  F :  H I (~ ) ---* H I (~ ) is also a compact operator. Problem (2.1) is equivalent o 
that of finding u E H I (f~) such that u = F(u), which proves the theorem. 
We now have the following fixed-point problem for the compact operator F: 
find u E H~(f~) such that u = F(u). (2.4) 
3. ROUNDING AND VERIF ICAT ION CONDIT ION 
In this section, we define the concepts, rounding and rounding error, which enable us to treat 
the infinite-dimensional problem by finite procedures. Let u be the solution of (2.2) and ut~ ~ Vh 
be the approximate solution defined by (2.3). Now, assume the following holds. 
ASSUMPTION 3. For each u E Hl(f~) A H2(f~), there exists a positive constant C, independent 
of h, such that 
II~ - ~hl lHa(~) -< ChlulH~(~l. (3.1) 
Here, tU[H~ implies the seminorm of u on H2(f~) defined by 
g-"2 02 u '2 
= 
and C has to be numericMly determined. 
For any u E Hl(f~), we now define the rounding R(F(u))  E Vh as the solution of the following 
problem: 
a(R(F(u)),  vh - R(F(u)))  + j(Vh) -- j (R(F(u)) )  >_ (f(u), vh - R(F(u))) ,  V vh • Vh. 
Next, for a set U C H01 (ft), we define the rounding R(FU) c Vh e~s 
R(FU)  = {Uh • Vh : uh = R(F(u)),  u • U}. 
Also, we define the rounding error RE(FU) C H I (ft) as 
RE(FU) = {v • H I (a ) :  Ilvllga(~) _< Chllf(V)lln~tm}, (a.2) 
where 
I I I (U ) I I L~ - -  sup  I I / (~) l lL~(n/ .  
uEU 
Here, the positive constant C appearing here is numerically determined in Section 5 by using the 
approximation property Assumption 3 of Vh. 
Note that 
F(u) - R(F(u))  • RE(F(u)),  Vu • U. 
With the above, we have the following as a result of Schauder's fixed-point heorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  there exists a nonempty, bounded, convex, and closed subset U C H l(f~) such 
that 
R(FU)  + RE(FU) C U, (3.3) 
then there exists a solution of u = F(u) in U. 
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4. VERIF ICAT ION PROCEDURES BY  COMPUTERS 
In order to construct he set U satisfying the verification condition (3.3) in a computer, we use 
an iterative technique similar to that in [2,3], etc. 
We state again the auxiliary problem (2.2): given g • L2(ft), 
find u • H01(~) such that a(u,v - u) +j(v) - j (u)  > (g,v - u), Vv • Hl(ft). (4.1) 
A major difficulty in solving problem (4.1) numerically is the treatment of the nondifferentiable 
term j(u) = fa ]Vu] dx. One approach is to introduce a Lagrange multiplier for the that term, 
and problem (4.1) is solved by an iterative procedure. Following Glowinski [1], let us define 
A = {q ] q E L2(f~) x L2(f~), Iq(x)l < 1 a.e.} with lq(x)t = V/ql(x) 2 + q2(x) 2. 
We then define £ : H01(f~) x H ~ R 1 associated with (4.1) by 
£(v ,q)=~a(v ,v) - (g ,v )+ q. Vvdx, VvEH l(f~), q•H,  
where H = L2(ft) x L2(f~). The solution u of (4.1) is characterized by the existence of q such 
that 
a(u,v)+./oq. Vv=(g,v),  Yv e H~(ft), ueg~(ft) ,  
(4,2) 
q. Vu = IVu I a.e., q • A. 
It follows from [1] that if £ has a saddle point {u,q} • Hol(~) x A, then {u,q} satisfies (4.2). 
It follows that (4.2) is equivalent o the following problem: 
a(u ,v )+/q .  Vv=(g,v),  Vv e H~(ft), u•H~(f~), 
q + pVu (4.3) 
q = sup(l, Iq + pVul)" 
Here p is a positive constant. 
We consider a triangulation Th of f~. 
and A, respectively) by 
Define Lh and Ah (approximation of L2(f~) x L2(f~) 
Lh={qh]qh=EqrxT ,  qTER 2 } and Ah =AnLh,  respectively, 
T6Th 
where XT is the characteristic function of T. 
Next, in order to calculate the rounding R(F(U)), we consider the following approximation 
problem of (4.3): 
a(Uh,Vh) + fnqh " VVh = (g, Vh), Vvh E Vh, 
qh + flVUh 
qh = sup(l, ]qh + pVUh])" 
Uh E Vh, 
(4.4) 
Many algorithms for solving (4.4) are designed via an equivalent system of nonlinear equations 
J(x) = 0. (4.5) 
Here J : R n ) R n is a continuous but nondifferentiable map. The equivalence means that x* 
solves (4.4) if and only if x* solves (4.5). To overcome the nondifferentiable difficulty, various 
methods have been studied. In particular, inclusion methods for nondifferentiable equations by 
a slope are studied in [4]. We briefly describe the method presented by Rump [4] below. Let PS  
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denote the power set over a given set S. First, we construct he inclusion function as follows. 
Let J : R '~ ~ R n be a continuous function, and let 
f l :  D --+ PR n satisfy x E D ~ J (x )  E f l (x) .  (4.6) 
Next, for a compact and convex ~ # X with fixed ~ ~ D, we assume a linearizatiou of J with 
respect o some ~ to be given by means of a set-valued matrix coa(g', X); i.e., we suppose xistence 
of some function S j  : D x PD -+ PR n×~ with 
Yc e D, X e PD ~ J (x )  E .](~) + S j (~,  X )  . (x - i ' ) .  (4.7) 
Now, using the above operator S j  for nondifferentiable equat.ions (4.5), we can compute the 
solution of (4.4). That  is, we can enclose the rounding R(F(U) ) .  
In order to solve (4.4) with guaranteed accuracy', we use the following theorem which is given 
in [4]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let  J : R n ~ R n be a continuous kmct ion,  AI E R nxn, , J  and S.I be given 
according to (4.6) and (4.7), a compact and convex ~ # X C D and ~ c D. If, fbr some 
X E IR  '~, 
- ~ I .  y (~)  + { I -  AI .  &(~' ,X )}(X  - :~) ~ X, 
then there exists an 5: E X with J (~) = O. 
Here, M usually is chosen as the approximate inverse of some matrix within S](:i" X).  By 
using the above Theorem 4.1 for nonlinear equations (4.4), we can compute the solution of (4.4) 
as below. 
Let R + denote the set of all nonnegative real numbers. For c~ E R +, we set 
=- {¢ e <- 
Now, let {¢}~=1 be a basis of Vh, Aj (1 _< j < m) be intervals on R ~ and let ~-~<i=~ AjC j  be a 
l inear combination of {¢j}, i.e., an element of the power set 2 v'' in the following sense: 
AjCj  = ajCj; aj E A j ,  1 < j < m . 
j=a j=l 
Let us denote all the sets of linear combinations of {¢j } with interval coefficients by 
7rL 
Then, setting U = }-~j=l AjCj + [cJ and 9 = f (U)  in (4.2), we consider the nonlinear system 
find {uh,qh} E ~ × Ah such that 
a(ul>Vh) ÷ /nqh" VVh = ( f (U) ,vh) ,  Vvh E Vh, Uh E VJ~, (4.8) 
qh + pVuh 
qh = sup(l ,  Iqh + pVut~I)" 
Equation (4.8) is in fact a nonlinear system of equations whose right-hand side consists of intervals. 
Here, ' intervals' means the right-hand side of the former equation in (4.8) is evaluated as intervals. 
By using the above Theorem 4.1, we can find solution {uh, qh} of (4.8). Therefore, actually u1~ 
and qh are determined as the linear combinations of base functions with interval coefficients. In 
actual calculation, we use the following algorithm. 
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Algor i thm 
STEP 1. Let an approximate solution ~ = {~h,qh) of J(x) = 0 be given. 
STEP 2. Set X :-- ~. (1 + [ - ( , ( ] ) ,  and calculate Sj(~,X)  satisfying (4.7). Here, Sa(~:,X) can 
be computed by means of slopes (see [4,5]), and ( represents an inflation parameter. 
STEP 3. Let M ~ mid (Sj(~, X)) -1 be an approximate inverse; i.e., M is the midpoint matrix 
and ~ - M .  ff(~) _C Z is an inclusion of ~ - M-  J(~); k = 0. 
STEP 4. Calculate an inclusion of W D_ I - M • Sj(~c,X) and Y _D Z + W.  X; k := k + 1. 
STEP 5. If Y C_ int(X), then there exists an ~? = (uh,qh} E Y with J(~) = 0; stop; if not, 
set X = Y .  (1 + [-r/, r/]) (0 < r] << 1); if k < kmax then calculate Sj(~, X) satisfying (4.7) and 
goto Step 4. Here rl is an inflation parameter. 
We now consider the fully automatic omputer generation of the set U satisfying Lemma 3.1. 
In order to realize it, we use the iteration method described below. 
First, we generate a sequence of sets {U(~)}, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  which consists of subsets of H0 ~ (fi), in 
the following manner. We present an iterative procedure for generating {U(~)}i=o...M (cf. [3,6]). 
For i = 0, we choose appropriate initial values - (0) 'a h • Vh and c~0 • R +, and define U (°) C H~(ft) 
by 
u(o) : + [ o1. 
Usually, u(h °) • Vh is determined as a solution of the following problem: 
a(u(O),vh--u(ho))+j(vh)--j(u(ho)) >_(f(u(O)),Vh--ulO)),  Vvh•Vh.  (4.9) 
This corresponds to the Galerkin approximation for (2.1). The standard selection for c~ 0 will 
be C~o = 0. For Uh (0 : Ej=lm A(i)¢j 3 and ai • R +, we set U (i) : u}[ :) + [ai], i >_ 0. Then, we define 
u(i+l) h C Vh and c~i+l • R + according to 
find {Uh, qh} • Vh x Ah such that 
a(uh,vh) + ~ qh" VVh = ( f  (U(~)) ,vh) , Vvh • Vh, (4.10) 
qh + ,OVUh 
qh = sup(l, Iqh -f- pVtthI)" 
ch s (v< >511 (4.11) Ctiq_ 1 = \ / I IL2(f l )  
where the positive constant C will be determined in Section 5 by the application of approximation 
theory. Therefore, ul~ +1) is determined, by using Theorem 4.1, as the solution set of (4.10), as 
described above. 
By using (4.10) and (4.11), we define the map T : ~DI x R + --~ 7) I x R + by 
( ) ) u2 ), cti : T ~u h , o~ i_  1 , for i _> 1, (4.12) 
and we can denote the above procedure as 
U(i+l)= R(FU (i)) + RE(FU (i)) i=O,l ,  
Now we consider the stopping criterion of the above iterative method and how to construct 
the desired set U of Lemma 3.1. This criterion is similar to those appearing in [3]. For 
m 
u Oi) ~ A (i)z~. where (i) [ A(O A~;)] = /_.~,:j w j, Aj = L.- 3 , , 
j= l  
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we define 
~t}:) -- U}:') --  l<j<mmax { A~ i) - A/¢). A / )  - A (k) 
' j . i  ' 
W~e now consider two parameters, e > 0 and 5 > 0, with e < 5. If, for an iteration number N, we 
have 
I~N-I - ~NI -< <c~NI, 
then we stop the iteration. Next, set 
= Aj Cj 
j= l  
where 
and ON = C~N + 5, (4.13) 
flJN) = [ Aj(N) -- 5, Aj(N) + 5] , l < j < m. 
The procedure (4.13) is called 5-inflation of U (N). Then, we compute (uh, ~t) by 
From the arguments described up to now, we have the following verification condition on a 
computer. 
THEOREM 4.2. For (u~, a) defined by (4.14), if 
Uh C ~I~ N) and a < d'N, 
then there exists a solution of u for (2.1) in uh + [c~}. Here, uh C '5,1~ N) hnplies that each coefficient 
interval in uh is inchMed in the corresponding interval in ~)I, N) . 
5. CALCULAT ION OF  C 
In order to verify solutions using a computer, it is necessary to determine some constants which 
appear in a priori error estimations. In this section, we calculate the constant C of (4.11) for a 
one-dimensional case. 
Let f~ = (0,1) and let 9 E L2(Q). Let, m be an integer > 0 and let h = l / re .  We consider 
x, = ih for i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  m (that is, uniform partit ion of ~) and ei = (x , - l ,  xi), i = 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
We then approximate H01(f~) by 
V h = {11,, e C° (~) ,  vh(0  ) ~--- 'uh(1 ) =0,  Vhle, e P1, i=  1,2,3 . . . . .  'm.} 
with, as usual, P1 representing the space of polynomials of degree < 1. 
Regarding the approximation error [l~h - U lIH l(u), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let u and Uh be solutions of (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. I f  g ~ LZ(f~), then we 
have 
Iluh - UltH'o<~) <- ~ hllgllL~(m. (>1) 
Hence, we may take C -- ~/-@Tr in (4.I1). 
PROOF. Since Uh E Vh C H~(f~) C C°(ft), it follows from (2.2) that 
a(~,uh - ~)  + j (uh)  - 3 (u )  _ (g, ~,~ - ~,,). (5 .2)  
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We deduce, by (2.3) and (5.2), that for VVh E Vh, 
a(uh -- U, uh -- u) <_ a(vh -- U, Uh -- U) + j (vh)  -- j(U) + a(u, Vh -- U) -- (g, Vh -- u). 
Hence, 
i l l 'u ,<-  ~11~o'(~) < 1 7 - 7 II,h - ~11~ a(n) + a(~, v~ - u) + j (vh)  - j (u)  - (g, Vh - u). (5.3) 
Since g E L2(fl) implies that u E H2(~) A H~(12), we have 
a(u, vh - u) = ( -u" ,  Vh -- U) <_ ll~"llL,(m II'h - ~IIL'(~) + J("h) - J(~). (5.4) 
We also have (cf. [11) 
II~"IIL,(~) -< IlgllL~(~), (5.5) 
which is combined with (5.4),(5.5) to obtain for VVh E Yh 
1 1 
7 Iluh - <15o'(~) -< 7 II~h - "ll~o,(a) + 21lgllL.(a)Ilvh - ~llL~(a) + j ( vh)  -- j (u ) .  (5.6) 
For v E K, we define the linear interpolation rhV by 
rhv C Vh, such that (rhv)(xi)  = v(xi) ,  i = O, 1 , . . .  m. (5.7) 
Replacing Vh by rhu in (5.6), we have 
1 1 
+ 211gllL,(~)II~hu - ~IIL=(~) + J(~,,~) - j(u). 
Therefore, by (5.5) and the standard results of approximation theory, we have 
ilrh u _ uH Hob(n) _< I hlulH2(a ) < --rrl hllgllL2(a ) (5.9) 
and 
1 
I1~',,~ - ~llL~(a) -< ~ h~llgllL,(a). (5.10) 
From (5.8)-(5.10), we have 
Iluh - ~llHo'(~) --< ~ hllgllL~(a) + j ( rhu)  -- j (u ) .  (5.11) 
7F 
Finally, the estimate (5.1) will thus follow from (5.11) if we can succeed in proving that j ( rhu)  <_ 
j (u) .  We have the following: 
j ( rhu)= S~ ~x (rhu) dx= ~ L '> d (rhu) dx. (5.12) 
i=1 x , -1  
However, on (xi_l,x~) we obtain 
d u(xi)  - -  U(Zi-1) 1 £x ,  du 
d--7 (rhu) = h = #- .~,_~ - -~ dt. (5.13) 
We deduce from (5.13) that, on (x i - i , x i ) ,  
, f; '.., , L  x, (rhu) =-~ , ,  , dt <--h x, , dt, 
and hence, by integrating the inequality (5.14) 
j ( rhu)  = -~x dx < dt = dt. 
* 1 x 1 
Hence, we obtain j ( rhu)  <_ j (u) .  Therefore, we have 
Lluh - <1~,(~) - - -~ hllglLL2(~). 
(5.14) 
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6. AN EXAMPLE OF  NUMERICAL  VERIF ICAT ION 
Let ~ = (0, 1). We consider the case f (u) = Qu + 4, where Q is a constant, and we have the 
same finite element subspace Vh in Section 5. We now choose the basis {¢i}im__l of V h as usual 
hat functions. 
The execution conditions are as follows: 
.Q=I .  
• Number of elements = 41. dim ½~ = 40. 
• Initial value: U(h °) = Galerkin approximation (4.9), n0 = 0; 
- the outline of u(h °) is displayed in Figure 1; 
- the outline of approximate qh is displayed in Figure 2. 
• Stopping and extension parameters: e = 5 = 10 -3. 
From Figure 1, two free boundary points are located around x = 0.238095 and x = 0.761905 
(cf. [1I). 
.15 
125 
0.i 
075 
.05 
O25 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Figure 1, 
.5  
0 
.5 
• 00000001 
0 0.2 0.4 
:9 
0.6 0.8 1 
Figure 2. 
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Results are as follows: 
• Iteration numbers needed: 12. 
• H~-error bound: 0.027202. 
width of coefficient intervals in {A} N)} " = 0.072109. Maximum 
REMAaK 1. In the present situation, we implicitly have assumed that the map F in (2.4) is a 
retroactive operator in a neighborhood of the solution. When this condition is not satisfied, we 
will have to devise another formulation, for example, based upon some Newton-like type method 
as in ]3,6]. 
REMARK 2. In this numerical experiment, we used the usual floating-point number system with 
double precision. Therefore, the above results may include some unknown rounding errors in 
each step of the calculations. We need to use some arithmetic systems with guaranteed accuracy 
(for example, PROFIL, C-XSC) for more rigorous verification. 
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